Accept the **Challenge to Engineer Your World!**

The Engineering LLC at FSU is set to launch in Fall 2021 and will focus on engaging future engineers in the challenges that today’s engineers face—some of the most pressing problems around the world. At the same time, these students will get the foundation they need to excel in the engineering curriculum, catapulting them into research, advanced study and career opportunities.

As a student in the Engineering LLC at FSU you will be immersed in the initial challenge of mastering your pre-engineering course requirements as well as engaging with the National Academy of Engineering Grand Challenges.

**The Engineering LLC at FSU will set you up to succeed as an engineering student in any of the five FAMU-FSU COE Departments:**

- Take pre-engineering courses with other Engineering LLC students
- Take the one-credit First-Year Engineering Lab (FYEL) course in the fall at the Engineering building as a group cohort along with FAMU pre-engineering students
- Take the new 300-level engineering course, “Interdisciplinary Perspectives on the Global Grand Challenges of Engineering.” This counts as a writing and social sciences general education requirement

**Begin on a pathway of success in your engineering education**

**Find your passion solving the Engineering Grand Challenges**

**Earn the FSU Global Scholars Certificate**

**Participate in faculty research projects**

**Additional undergraduate programming**

**Teaching assistant opportunities**

**Join a cohort of like-minded individuals in academic and social areas**
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